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PPM-HDA: Privacy-preserving and multifunctional
health data aggregation with fault tolerance
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Abstract—Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs), as a
promising health-care system, can provide tremendous benefits
for timely and continuous patient care and remote health moni-
toring. Owing to the restriction of communication, computation
and power in WBANs, cloud assisted WBANs, which offer
more reliable, intelligent, and timely health-care services for
mobile users and patients, are receiving increasing attention.
However, how to aggregate the health data multifunctionally
and efficiently is still an open issue to the cloud server (CS).
In this paper, we propose a privacy-preserving and multifunc-
tional health data aggregation mechanism (PPM-HDA) with fault
tolerance for cloud assisted WBANs. With PPM-HDA, the CS can
compute multiple statistical functions of users’ health data in a
privacy-preserving way to offer various services. Specifically, we
first propose a multifunctional health data additive aggregation
scheme (MHDA+) to support additive aggregate functions such
as average and variance. Then we put forward MHDA⊕ as an
extension of MHDA+ to support non-additive aggregations such
as min/max, median, percentile and histogram. PPM-HDA can
resist differential attacks, which most existing data aggregation
schemes suffer from. The security analysis shows that PPM-HDA
can protect users’ privacy against many threats. Performance e-
valuations illustrate that the computational overhead of MHDA+

is significantly reduced with the assistance of CSs. Our MHDA⊕

scheme is more efficient than previously reported min/max
aggregation schemes in terms of communication overhead when
the applications require large plaintext space and highly-accurate
data.

Index Terms—Multifunctional aggregation, Differential priva-
cy, Spatial aggregation, Temporal aggregation, Fault tolerance,
Privacy-preserving, Cloud assisted WBANs.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the increasing number of elderly citizens and the
demand for remote health monitoring in our daily life,

wireless body area networks (WBANs), which can monitor
patients or mobile users’ health status in a timely manner, are
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going to play an important role in facilitating and maintaining
heath-care systems [1]. WBANs provide various services in
different areas such as remote health monitoring, sports, en-
tertainment and the military. It can be used to collect different
physiology parameters including blood pressure, electrocardio-
graphy (ECG) and temperature [2].

Nowadays, health data aggregation services are mainly
applied for remote health monitoring of patients, who want
to monitor their health status in a timely manner. However,
in the near future, with the increase of elderly citizens and
the improvement of people’s living standards, more and more
people will pay attention to their health, and health data
aggregation services will be used on a large scale in the future.
Spatial aggregate data (which is the aggregation of multiple
users’ data at the same time point, e.g., the average blood
pressure of the people in an area) is needed by medicine
research centers for pharmaceutical research and production.
Temporal aggregate data (which is the aggregation of the
same user’s data at different time points, e.g., a user’s highest
blood pressure in the past 24 hours) is needed by certified
hospitals to monitor the health condition of users and provide
timely feedback. A more detailed discussion of applications
will be given in the Motivation part that will follow. With
the ever increasing demands from patients and mobile users,
WBANs need to process the sensed data in a timely manner
and store the doctors’ feedback online. It is difficult to
achieve these goals only relying on traditional WBANs, as real
applications consume more resources, such as communication
power, computation and storage resources [3]. It is also costly
for hospitals to deploy the corresponding servers for storing
and processing user’s health data by themselves and they will
outsource these services to a large data storage and processing
company, such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Google.
By taking advantage of its existing servers and resources, this
large company can build a cloud server cluster to provide
services for these hospitals. In this way, a hospital only needs
to pay a certain amount of service fee for using the health
data storage and processing services. Therefore, cloud server
enabled WBANs, i.e. cloud assisted WBANs, are introduced
to process and store health data.

Cloud assisted WBANs provide various services for mobile
users and patients by making use of cloud servers to store large
amounts of health data and process them for doctor’s diagno-
sis [4], [5]. However, privacy and security are becoming sig-
nificant issues, as mobile communications are deeply involved
in cloud assisted WBANs [6]. Health data operations should
be authenticated and resist malicious modifications in health-
care applications. For example, network performance might
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be degraded as an adversary fabricates an false emergency
call and makes it distributed in the network. Moreover, from
the user’s point of view, privacy is also a big concern as health
data is highly relevant to users themselves. For example, some
specific behaviors of a person, such as having meals, sleeping,
etc., are reflected by their ECG. As a result, user’s privacy will
be violated if such health data is revealed. Therefore, users’
health data needs to be protected from unauthorized entities.

Motivation: Consider a scenario where a cloud assisted
WBAN can use privacy-preserving data aggregation to provide
health-care services to the elderly users with hypertension in a
community. Elderly users with hypertension will be equipped
with some body area sensors to monitor their blood pressure.
To provide health services for an individual elderly user, the
certified hospital can monitor his blood pressure remotely
through periodically collecting his maximum/minimum blood
pressure in the past day (which is temporal aggregate data.
If the maximum value of systolic pressure or the minimum
value of diastolic pressure is abnormal, the hospital can trigger
an alert and ask the user to come to the hospital for a
thorough check. It is evident that temporal aggregation of an
individual’s data is needed by the hospital in this scenario
so that it can provide better health-care services. Besides, the
spatial aggregate statistics of multiple elderly users can be
used by medicine research centers for pharmaceutical research
and production, and for public agencies to provide better
community services. In addition, preventing strong adversary
from disclosing individual user’s health data and making the
system fault-tolerant are both important for the privacy of the
elderly users with hypertension in this community. This needs
a privacy-preserving multifunctional health data aggregation
scheme to realize the above services. In addition, although
the aggregation of n elderly users and that of n − 1 elderly
users are both protected, the cloud server might still conduct
a differential attack and compromise the “differential” elderly
user’s privacy by facilitating the summation of n elderly
users and that of n − 1 elderly users. Several schemes are
proposed to address this problem, such as [8], [10], [13]–[15].
However, these schemes can only preserve differential privacy
for summation aggregations. Preserving differential privacy of
additive aggregations, such as variance aggregations, and non-
additive aggregations, such as min/max, median, percentile and
histogram, is still an open problem.

Contributions: For mitigating differential attacks, dealing
with malfunction of users and CSs, and assisting the CS to
compute more complex statistics in a privacy-preserving way,
in this paper, we propose a privacy-preserving and multifunc-
tional health data aggregation mechanism (PPM-HDA) with
fault tolerance for cloud assisted WBANs. With PPM-HDA,
the cloud server can compute multiple statistical functions of
users’ health data in a privacy-preserving way while offering
more services. Our proposed PPM-HDA mechanism can also
resist differential attacks, which most existing data aggregation
schemes suffer from. In addition, for supporting fault tolerance
for both mobile users and CSs, this scheme provides privacy-
preserving aggregation against a stronger adversary which may
compromise a few CSs. Below are the major contributions of
this paper:

• Firstly, since the CS may need to compute multiple sta-
tistical functions to provide multiple services, we present
a PPM-HDA mechanism that supports multifunctional
additive and non-additive aggregations for cloud assisted
WBANs. In addition, inspired by the fact that individual
user’s health data may suffer from differential attacks, our
proposed PPM-HDA mechanism is designed to support
differential privacy upon multifunctional aggregations.
Compared with existing data aggregation schemes that
can only compute summation aggregation [8], [16], [17]
and additive aggregation [22], our proposed scheme pro-
vides more diversity and security for the CS.

• Secondly, a main technical contribution of our proposed
scheme is that it can achieve min/max aggregation with
only one round of communication with the mobile users,
and O(log(M)) (suppose M is the space of plaintexts)
total message size from each user. In comparison, Li
et al’s work [21] has one round of communication but
needs more than O(log(M)) message size, and Shi et
al’s INFOCOM work [19] has O(log(M)) total message
size but needs log(M) rounds of communications.

• Thirdly, we propose aggregation protocol in a more
challenging adversary model in which the adversary could
compromise some of CSs and obtain their private keys.
Compared with [22] which only considers a single server,
our scheme is securer in the more challenging security
model. We take malfunction of both users and CSs into
consideration. Our scheme can support fault tolerance for
users and CSs failure. Furthermore, our scheme supports
both spatial and temporal aggregation. Compared with
existing works [10]–[12], our scheme is more reliable
and practical in case user or CS malfunction occurs.

• Finally, we provide security and privacy analysis to show
that the PPM-HDA can resist various security threats and
preserve user privacy. In addition, performance evalua-
tions show that the computational overhead of MHDA+

is significantly reduced with the assistance of CSs. Our
MHDA⊕ scheme is more efficient than PHADA [21],
PriSense [19] and VPA [20] in terms of communication
overhead when large plaintext spaces and highly-accurate
data are needed in real applications, especially in health-
care applications.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Net-
work model, adversary model and design goals are presented
in Section II. Then, we briefly recall the Boneh-Goh-Nissim
cryptosystem and differential privacy in Section III. In Section
IV, we propose the detailed MHDA+ for providing multifunc-
tional additive aggregation. We propose the MHDA⊕ as an
extension of MHDA+ to support non-additive aggregation in
Section V. Subsequently, security analysis and performance
evaluations are reported in Sections VI and VII, respectively.
The related works are investigated in Section VIII. Finally,
Section IX concludes the paper.

II. PROBLEM FORMALIZATION

In this section, we formalize our research problems in
WBANs, including network model, adversary model, security
requirements and design goal.
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A. Network model

In our network model, we consider a cloud assisted WBAN
for mobile users, which includes a trusted authority (TA), some
social spots (SPs), a health-care cloud having a set of semi-
trusted cloud servers S = {S1, S2, ..., Sk} and a lot of mobile
users or patients U = {U1, U2, ..., Un}. Our model is depicted
in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Network model for cloud assisted WBAN

• The Trusted Authority is responsible for bootstrapping
the whole system in the initialization phase. We assume
that it is a trustable entity, and it could be a certified
hospital which manages the users’ health data. In the
bootstrapping, the TA generates secret keys and users’
certificates to each credible user. At the same time, it also
generates secret keys for each cloud server. If TA wants to
acquire the statistics of health data, d+1 working cloud
servers will collaborate to decrypt the aggregated data,
and one of these working CSs will send the statistics to
this TA. On the other hand, if the TA wants to obtain
each individual user’s health data at one time point, the
TA will receive d+ 1 decryption shares and decrypt the
encrypted health data from each individual user by itself.

• The Social Spot is served as a local gateway to report the
aggregated data to the cloud server. In real life, it could
be a base station of Verizon. Thus we assume that it is
an honest but curious entity, which will aggregate each
user’s health data and report the aggregated data to cloud
servers honestly, but it is also curious about individual
user’s health data. We assume that it is also equipped with
powerful and storage-rich communication devices. SPs
are always deployed on intersections or hotspots where
mobile users visit frequently. By wireless communication,
SPs can collect health data from each user and report the
aggregated data to cloud servers via the Internet.

• In this paper, the Cloud Server represents an indi-
vidual server in the health-care cloud. An aggregation
application may be deployed to multiple cloud servers
managed by the same cloud service provider. Multiple
cloud servers are needed for the purpose of workload

sharing and fault tolerance. The health-care cloud as a
whole is used to store and process the large volume
of users’ health data to provide information which can
assist in a medical diagnosis. As each cloud server in
the health-care cloud is a powerful entity, we assume
that it is an honest but curious entity, which will store
and process users’ health data honestly, but it is also
curious about individual user’s health data. A strong
adversary may compromise or paralyze some of the cloud
servers S = {S1, S2, ..., Sk}. It is costly for an adversary
to compromise even a single cloud server, since each
member of S is a powerful entity. Therefore, we assume
that the strong adversary can only compromise a minority
of the cloud servers, i.e., no more than d = ⌈k/2⌉− 1 of
cloud servers. In order to protect users’ privacy and data
confidentiality, the health data stored in the CSs are in
the form of ciphertexts.

• Mobile users, denoted by U = {U1, U2, ..., Un}, only
need to report their health data to the SP. In order to
monitor the individual user’s health data and periodically
report these health data to the SP, each mobile user is e-
quipped with some body area sensors. After Ui obtains its
health data, it only needs to upload these corresponding
data to the SP via its PDA or smartphone [23].

B. Adversary model

A strong adversary A is considered in the adversary model.
It not only can eavesdrop on communication flows but also
can do the following attacks: i) In order to breach users’
privacy, A is able to compromise a user directly. However,
A would be unlikely to choose this approach, as there are a
large number of mobile users. ii) A is able to install some
malicious software on the SP to breach users’ privacy; and iii)
A is likely to compromise less than d = ⌈k/2⌉ − 1 CSs to
reveal users’ privacy.

C. Security requirements

The strong adversary A is aiming to reveal as much of
the mobile users’ privacy as possible. In order to resist A ’s
objective, the security requirements are as follows:

- A cannot expose users’ private health data, even if it is
able to eavesdrop on communication flows.

- A cannot expose users’ private health data, even if it is
able to compromise some users directly.

- A cannot expose users’ private health data, even if it is
able to install malicious software on the SP.

- A cannot expose users’ private health data, even if it is
able to compromise d CSs.

D. Design goal

Our design objective is to propose a privacy-preserving
and multifunctional health data aggregation scheme with fault
tolerance for cloud assisted WBANs. Specifically, we should
realize the following three goals.

- The proposed scheme should satisfy the security require-
ments. As described in II(C), in order to resist A ’s
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objective, the security requirements should be satisfied;
otherwise, the users’ privacy is breached.

- The proposed scheme should achieve the multifunctional
data aggregation. Although the previous work [22] had
realized some statistical additive aggregation, for example
average, variance and one-way ANOVA, it cannot be
directly applied to non-additive aggregation, for example
min/max, median, percentile, histogram, etc. Therefore,
the proposed scheme should achieve both additive and
non-additive aggregation, so that the cloud server can
compute multiple statistical functions of users’ health
data to provide various services.

- The proposed scheme should guarantee fault tolerance
and preserve differential privacy. As the strong adversary
A may compromise d CSs, the proposed scheme should
guarantee that the remaining k − d uncompromised CSs
can decrypt the aggregated data from body area sensors.
On the other hand, TA can still acquire the statistics
of health data from working body area sensors, even if
some body area sensors are malfunctioned. In addition, as
individual user’s health data may suffer from differential
attacks, the proposed scheme should preserve differential
privacy as well.

III. PRELIMINARIES

We will recall the Boneh-Goh-Nissim cryptosystem [25] and
differential privacy [13] briefly in this section, both of which
serve as the basis of the proposed scheme.

A. Boneh-Goh-Nissim cryptosystem

In 2005 [25], Boneh, Goh and Nissim proposed the Boneh-
Goh-Nissim cryptosystem which is a public key encryption
scheme. Due to the homomorphic features, it has been wide-
ly used in many privacy-preserving aggregation schemes.
Specifically, the Boneh-Goh-Nissim encryption includes three
procedures: key generation, encryption and decryption (more
details in [25]).

– Key Generation: In system initialization phase, the system
first runs Gen(τ) to acquire the tuple (p, q,G,G1, e), in
which τ ∈ Z+ is a given security parameter, p, q are
distinct primes with |p| = |q| = τ , G and G1 are two
cyclic groups of order N = pq, and e : G×G → G1 is
a bilinear map [24]. The system chooses two generators
g, x ∈ G randomly and sets h = xq . Then h is a random
generator of the subgroup of G of order p. SK = p is
the private key. PK = (N,G,G1, e, g, h) is the public
key.

– Encryption: m ∈ {0, 1, ..., 2w − 1} represents a message,
and the upper bound of this message space is 2w−1 ≪ q.
r ∈ ZN is a random number chosen by a user. Then, we
can calculate the ciphertext as C = gm · hr ∈ G.

– Decryption: After receiving the ciphertext C ∈ G and
obtaining the private key SK = p, the system computes
Cp = (gm · hr)p = (gp)m. Let gp = gp, then Cp = gmp .
By calculating the discrete logarithm of Cp base gp, the
system is able to get the message m in expected time
O(

√
2w − 1) by adopting Pollard’s lambda method [26].

The Boneh-Goh-Nissim cryptosystem also has some ho-
momorphic features. Firstly, it is additively homomorphic.
For any ciphertexts C1, C2 ∈ G of messages m1,m2 ∈
{0, 1, ..., 2w − 1}, one can simply calculate the product C =
C1C2 to acquire the ciphertexts of m1 + m2. Furthermore,
utilizing the bilinear map by calculating C = e(C1, C2) ∈ G1,
one can also acquire the product of two messages, and decrypt
it similarly in the group G1. Note that there is only one
multiplication which is involved in the Boneh-Goh-Nissim
cryptosystem, and the result will be in G1. Therefore, the
Boneh-Goh-Nissim cryptosystem does not have a total multi-
plicative homomorphism property, but it still supports additive
homomorphism.

B. Differential privacy

In 2006 [13], Dwork first proposed differential privacy,
which can preserve privacy by adding proper noise into
the aggregation result. Subsequently, we review the formal
definition of differential privacy as below.

Differential privacy (orginal definition from [13]): The
aggregation function A gives ϵ-differential privacy if for any
data set D1 and D2 differing by at most one element, and
for any S ⊆ Range(A),

Pr[A(D1) ∈ S] ≤ exp(ϵ) · Pr[A(D2) ∈ S]. (1)

In this paper, we choose noises from the symmetric geomet-
ric distribution Geom(α), where α ∈ [0, 1]. α could be seen
as a discrete approximation of the Laplace distribution Lap(λ),
i.e. α ≈ exp(− 1

λ ). In [15], Ghosh et al. pioneer the use of
the geometric distribution to generate noise. The probability
density function of the geometric distribution Geom(α) is

Pr[X = x] =
1− α

1 + α
α|x|. (2)

Formally, if the sensitivity of A is

∆A = max
D1,D2

||A(D1)−A(D2)||1, (3)

for all D1 and D2 differing by at most one element, then the
perturbed aggregation result can realize ϵ-differential privacy
by means of adding geometric noise r randomly chosen from
Geom(exp(− ϵ

∆A )) to the aggregation data. Therefore, for any
integer k ∈ Range(A),

Pr[A(D1) + r = k] ≤ exp(ϵ) · Pr[A(D2) + r = k]. (4)

IV. MHDA+: MULTIFUNCTIONAL HEALTH DATA
ADDITIVE AGGREGATION

In this section, we propose a multifunctional health data
additive aggregation scheme, called MHDA+. It mainly con-
sists of four phases: system initialization, user report genera-
tion, privacy-preserving report aggregation and secure report
reading. In this part, we only illustrate average aggregation
as an example. In [22], the authors have introduced some
other aggregation, for example variance and one-way ANOVA
aggregation. Although the procedure of additive aggregation is
similar to previous works [22], our scheme has the following
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differences: i) In [22], the authors take a whole trusted control
center into consideration, where the control center is in charge
of the private key p. In our scheme, however, we introduce k
semi-trusted CSs which assist in processing and storing the
large volume of health data. The private key p is seen as
a shared secret and each share of p is assigned to each CS
as its private key in the system initialization phase. ii) We
take the minority of CSs being compromised or malfunctioned
into consideration. As a result, the more comprehensive and
concrete consideration make our scheme more strong. In the
next section, we present MHDA⊕ as an extension of MHDA+

to support non-additive aggregation, for example min/max,
median, σ-percentile, histogram, etc.

A. System initialization

In the beginning, the TA is able to bootstrap the whole
system. In particular, the TA runs Gen(τ) to acquire the
bilinear map tuple (p, q,G,G1, e) in the system initialization
phase. Subsequently, the TA utilizes the Boneh-Goh-Nissim
cryptosystem to generate the tuple (N,G,G1, e, g, h), where
h = gq is a random generator of the subgroup of G of order
p and g ∈ G is a random generator of G. The TA also picks
a one-way hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → G. Finally, the TA
releases (N,G,G1, e, g, h,H) as a public key in our system
and randomly generates a secret polynomial function of degree
d as G(x) = p + a1x + ... + adx

d, where ai ∈ ZN , for
i = 1, 2, ..., d. For each server Sj ∈ S, TA first calculates the
value of G(j) and assigns it as Sj’s private key.

B. Aggregation protocol for average

Average can be derived easily from sum. Therefore, in the
followings steps, we first calculate sum aggregation and then
derive the average aggregation.

1) User report generation: We assume that the mobile
user will report its health data to the SP every 15 minutes.
Mobile users can also assist the CS in monitoring the health
status of users and offering a variety of services by means
of reporting health data at each time point simultaneously.
Specifically, each user Ui ∈ U gathers its health data mi,γ ∈
{0, 1, ..., 2w−1} at time point tγ and carries out the following
steps:
Step 1: Ui first calculates the hash value θγ = H(tγ) at the

current time point tγ .
Step 2: Ui picks a random number ri,γ ∈ Z∗

N , and calculates
Ci,γ = gmi,γ · hθγ ·ri,γ .

Step 3: Ui reports Ci,γ to the SP through WiFi.
2) Privacy-preserving report aggregation: According to the

CS’s requirements, the SP is able to aggregate users’ health
data in a privacy-preserving way, when n encrypted health data
Ci,γ for i = 1, 2, ..., n are received. We define the aggregation
of users’ data as a function A : {0, 1, ..., 2w − 1}n → Zq .
The input is each user’s health data (m1,m2, ...,mn) and the
output is the aggregated result.

In addition, in order to achieve differential privacy, we allow
the SP to perturb encrypted aggregations. Specifically, as the
SP can obtain the random generator g ∈ G, after generating

a noise from the geometric distribution, the SP can perturb
encrypted aggregation by simply multiplying the encrypted
noise to the aggregation. Moreover, the SP needs to add a
noise proportional to the sensitivity of aggregation to ensure
ϵ-differential privacy for a given ϵ. However, in order to ensure
the desired privacy levels, the SP should pick the parameters
of geometric distribution carefully, as different aggregations
may have different sensitivities.

After receiving all users’ encrypted data Ci,γ , the SP is able
to calculate the aggregation with the following steps.
Step 1: The SP first utilizes users’ encrypted health data Ci,γ

to calculate the encrypted aggregation Aγ as

Aγ =
n∏

i=1

Ci,γ =
n∏

i=1

(gmi,γ · hθγ ·ri,γ )

= g
∑n

i=1 mi,γ · hZ ,

(5)

where Z =
∑n

i=1(θγ · ri,γ) mod p.
Step 2: For average aggregation, Aγ is the encrypted sum

aggregation of all users’ data Msum =
∑n

i=1 mi,γ .
Assume that Asum(D) =

∑
Ui∈D mi,γ , then

|Asum(D1)−Asum(D2)| ≤ 2w−1 holds for any two
data sets D1 and D2 differing by at most one element.
Therefore, we can obtain the sensitivity of Asum by
∆Asum = 2w − 1. The SP uses this sensitivity to
randomly pick noises m̃ from geometric distribution
Geom(exp(− ϵ

2w−1 )).
Step 3: The SP calculates the final aggregations as

Ãγ = Aγ · gm̃

= g
∑n

i=1 mi,γ+m̃ · hZ .
(6)

The SP sends the aggregated data Ãγ to the CS for
further computation.

3) Secure report reading: CSs can calculate the needed
statistics efficiently without exposing individual user’s privacy,
when the corresponding aggregations are received. Specifical-
ly, CSs will make the following calculations according to the
TA’s requirements.

Upon receiving Ãγ at time point tγ , d + 1 working cloud
servers ℘ ⊂ S are randomly chosen to decrypt the aggregated
data. Specifically, each cloud server Sj ∈ ℘ first computes

βj =
∏

i∈℘,i̸=j

i

i− j
, (7)

then generates
Dj,γ = ÃβjG(j)

γ . (8)

After that, one of the d+1 working cloud servers collects all
the Dj,γ for each Sj ∈ ℘ and calculates

P̃γ =
∏
Sj∈℘

Dj,γ =
∏
Sj∈℘

ÃβjG(j)
γ

= Ã

∑
Sj∈℘ βjG(j)

γ = Ãp
γ

= (g
∑n

i=1 mi,γ+m̃)p · (hZ)p

= (gp)
∑n

i=1 mi,γ+m̃ = ĝ
∑n

i=1 mi,γ+m̃,

(9)

where ĝ = gp.
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The polynomial function G(x) = p + a1x + ... + adx
d,

where ai ∈ ZN , for i = 1, 2, ..., d. According to the lagrange
interpolation polynomial, we have

G(x) =
d∑

j=0

(
d∏

i=0,i ̸=j

xi − x

xi − xj
)G(xj). (10)

Therefore,∑
Sj∈℘

βjG(j) =

d∑
j=0

(

d∏
i=0,i̸=j

i− 0

i− j
)G(j) = G(0) = p. (11)

We have
∑n

i=1 mi,γ + m̃ ≤ (n+1)(2w − 1), as mi,γ , m̃ ∈
{0, 1, 2, . . . , 2w − 1}. By computing the discrete logarithm
of P̃γ with the base ĝ, the CS can get the sum of users’
health data Msum =

∑n
i=1 mi,γ + m̃ in expected time

O(
√
(n+ 1)(2w − 1)) using Pollard’s lambda method [26].

Then, we can calculate the average of users’ health data as
M = 1

nMsum. Finally, this CS sends M to the TA.

C. Fault tolerance

The proposed scheme can still work well even when cloud
server malfunctions occur and user failures. In fact, our
scheme can support fault tolerance and temporal aggregation.
Moreover, it is very suitable for dynamic users. We will give
the corresponding extensions below.

On the one hand, our proposed scheme can support fault
tolerance of CS failures. Since a strong adversary may
compromise or paralyze some of the cloud servers S =
{S1, S2, ..., Sk} and each member of S is powerful entity,
it is costly for an adversary to compromise even a single
cloud server. So, we have assumed that the strong adversary
can only compromise minority of the cloud servers, i.e., no
more than d = ⌈k/2⌉ − 1 of cloud servers. Therefore, so
long as the failing CSs no more than d ones, there are still
k − d ≥ d + 1 working CSs can be used to keep the system
processing normally.

On the other hand, our proposed scheme can also support
fault tolerance of user failures. If some users Û ⊂ U malfunc-
tion in the privacy-preserving report aggregation procedure,
that is, Û cannot report their health data to the SP at time
point tγ , then the SP aggregates the received health data Âγ ,
and issues Âγ to the CS.

Âγ =
∏

Ui∈U/Û

Ci,γ · gm̃

=
∏

Ui∈U/Û

(gmi,γ · hθγ ·ri,γ ) · gm̃

= g
∑

Ui∈U/Û mi,γ+m̃ · h
∑

Ui∈U/Û (θγ ·ri,γ).

(12)

As described in the secure report reading section, d+1 working
CSs can recover the aggregated data

∑
Ui∈U/Û mi,γ + m̃.

D. Temporal aggregation handling

In the WBAN, spacial aggregation is defined as the aggre-
gation of different users’ health data at the same time point,

and has been applied to forecasting, fraud detection and so
on [17]. Nevertheless, we sometimes also need to aggregate the
same user’s health data at different time points, i.e., monitoring
personal blood pressure or physical condition. This kind of
aggregation is named “temporal aggregation”. Obviously, we
should also preserve user’s privacy and our proposed scheme
can be easily extended to support privacy-preserving temporal
aggregation.

We suppose that a temporal aggregation cycle including
z time points, e.g. from t1 to tz , from tz+1 to t2z , etc.
For simplicity, we just take the first cycle as an example to
illustrate the temporal aggregation below.

In our proposed scheme, the form of each user Ui’s en-
crypted health data is Ci,γ = gmi,γ · hθγ ·ri,γ at time point tγ .
For temporal aggregation, the SP aggregates z ciphertexts as
below.

C̃i =
z∏

γ=1

Ci,γ =
z∏

γ=1

(gmi,γ · hθγ ·ri,γ )

= g
∑z

γ=1 mi,γ · h
∑z

γ=1(θγ ·ri,γ).

(13)

Subsequently, the SP will issue C̃i to CSs for further compu-
tation. After receiving C̃i, d+1 working CSs ℘ ⊂ S will first
calculate their decryption shares Dj,i respectively, and then
aggregate them to obtain

P̃i =
∏
Sj∈℘

Dj,i =
∏
Sj∈℘

C̃
βjF (j)
i = C̃p

i

= (g
∑z

γ=1 mi,γ )p · (h
∑z

γ=1(θγ ·r
i,γ))p

= (gp)
∑z

γ=1 mi,γ = ĝ
∑z

γ=1 mi,γ .

(14)

we have
∑z

γ=1 mi,γ ≤ z(2w−1), as mi,γ ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , 2w−
1}. By computing the discrete logarithm of P̃i base ĝ, the CS
can get the sum of Ui’ health data Mi,sum =

∑z
γ=1 mi,γ

in expected time O(
√

z(2w − 1)) using Pollard’s lambda
method. Therefore, our scheme can support spacial and tem-
poral privacy-preserving aggregation simultaneously.

E. Adapting to dynamic users

In our proposed scheme, users may move frequently and
change dynamically, i.e., mobile user may be a patient, who
is equipped with some body area sensors and walks on the
road, the mobile user set U sometimes may revoke an old
user and add a new user. Then, we will show that our scheme
is adaptive for dynamic users, especially, it is very suitable for
user removal and addition.

If a set of old users Ur ⊂ U are removed from the system
and a set of new users Ua are added in privacy-preserving
report aggregation procedure, that is, Ur may died or recovered
and Ua may register into the system at time point tγ . Then,
the SP aggregates the received health data Ãγ , and issues Ãγ

to the CS.

Ãγ =
∏

Ui∈(U/Ur)∪Ua

Ci,γ · gm̃

=
∏

Ui∈(U/Ur)∪Ua

(gmi,γ · hθγ ·ri,γ ) · gm̃

= g
∑

Ui∈(U/Ur)∪Ua
mi,γ+m̃ · h

∑
Ui∈(U/Ur)∪Ua

(θγ ·ri,γ).

(15)
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As described in secure report reading part, finally,
d + 1 working CSs can recover the aggregated data∑

Ui∈(U/Ur)∪Ua
mi,γ + m̃.

From above we can conclude that our proposed scheme can
well aggregate the statistics of all users’ health data at the
current time point tγ , no matter how frequently users revoke or
add. In addition, after a new user registering into the system,
he only need to report the health data to SP through WiFi,
rather than doing some update operations [17]. Therefore, our
scheme is adaptive for dynamic users, especially, it is very
suitable for user removal and addition.

V. MHDA⊕: MULTIFUNCTIONAL HEALTH DATA
NON-ADDITIVE AGGREGATION

MHDA+ is unable to be directly applied to non-additive
aggregation, for example min/max, median, percentile, his-
togram, etc, which is widely applied in reality. In this section,
we propose MHDA⊕ as an extension of MHDA+ to support
non-additive aggregation.

A. Basic Idea

According to the observation that all the above non-additive
aggregations are closely connected with COUNT aggregation
which queries the number of users whose values fall within a
certain range. Specially, let COUNT(Q)=COUNT([ran1,ran2])
be the number of users whose values fall within the range
Q. TOP and BOT represent the upper bound and lower
bound of all health data that a body area sensor may receive,
respectively. We suppose that each health data value mi is an
integer between [BOT, TOP]=[0, 2w − 1]. We also denote the
min, max, median, and σ-percentile of a data set by mmin,
mmax, mmed, mσ−per, respectively. It is easy to see that the
following conditions hold.

• Min: {
COUNT ([BOT,mmin − 1]) = 0,

COUNT ([mmin,mmin]) > 0.
(16)

• Max: {
COUNT ([mmax + 1, TOP ]) = 0,

COUNT ([mmax,mmax]) > 0.
(17)

• Median:
- If n is odd, then{

COUNT ([BOT,mmed]) ≥ (n+ 1)/2,

COUNT ([mmed, TOP ]) ≥ (n+ 1)/2.
(18)

- If n is even, then there exists i, j ∈ U, such that
mi ≤ mj and

COUNT ([BOT,mi]) ≥ n/2,

COUNT ([BOT,mi − 1]) < n/2,

COUNT ([mj , TOP ]) ≥ n/2,

COUNT ([mj + 1, TOP ]) < n/2,

(19)

and mmed = (mi +mj)/2.

• σ − percentile: we only display the simplest case here{
COUNT ([BOT,mσ−per]) ≥ ⌊σn/100⌋,
COUNT ([mσ−per, TOP ]) ≥ ⌊(100− σ)n/100⌋.

(20)
As a result, we have m∗ = mmin (respectively, mmax,

mmed, mσ−per), if we can find m∗ such that the conditions in
Eq. (16) (respectively, (17), (18), (19) (20)) hold. Based on the
above observation, MHDA⊕ combines the prefix membership
verification scheme with binary search to realize non-additive
aggregation functions.

We adopt the prefix membership verification scheme [27]–
[30] as the building block of our MHDA⊕. The prefix mem-
bership verification scheme’s basic idea is to transform the
question of verifying whether a datum belongs to a range into
a few issues of verifying whether two numerical value are
equal. For a w-bit number m, its k-binary-prefix is defined as
{0, 1}k{∗}w−k, which has 1s or 0s at the first k ≤ w bits,
and after that is w − k ∗s. Specially, 11 ∗ ∗ is a 2-prefix and
it represents the range [1100, 1111].

We denote the prefix family of m as F (m). For a w-
bit number b1b2 . . . bw, which can be converted it into a
prefix family, and the prefix family including w + 1 prefixes
{b1b2 . . . bw, b1b2 . . . bw−1∗, . . . , b1 ∗ . . . ∗, ∗ ∗ . . . ∗}, where
b1b2 . . . bw−i+1 ∗ . . . ∗ is denoted the i-th prefix, each prefix
represents a range including the number m and following the
binary prefix format. Specially, the prefix family of datum 12
is defined as F (12) = F (1100) = {1100, 110∗, 11 ∗ ∗, 1 ∗
∗∗, ∗ ∗ ∗∗}.

A range [ran1, ran2] can also be converted into a minimum
set of prefixes, which is represented as R([ran1, ran2]),
and joining these prefixes together will recover [ran1, ran2].
Actually, each prefix indicates a subrange of [ran1, ran2], and
all subranges follow the binary prefix format. For example,
R([9, 14]) = {1001, 101∗, 110∗, 1110}.

If we want to verify whether m belongs to a range
[ran1, ran2], the following step is needed. At first, we trans-
form the number m into the prefix family F (m). Subsequently,
we translate the range [ran1, ran2] into a minimum set of
prefixes R([ran1, ran2]). Finally, m ∈ [ran1, ran2] if and
only if F (m) ∩R([ran1, ran2]) ̸= ∅.

Verifying whether F (m)∩R([ran1, ran2]) ̸= ∅ can be veri-
fied by comparing whether two numerical value are equal. The
prefix numericalization scheme proposed in [32] is utilized
to transform each prefix into an unique binary number. The
process of prefix numericalization is that given a w-bit prefix
b1b2 . . . bk ∗ . . . ∗, a bit 1 is inserted after bk, then each ∗ is
replaced by 0. For a set of prefixes R, Γ(R) represents the
result set of numericalized prefixes. For instance, Γ(F (12)) =
{11001, 11010, 11100, 11000, 10000}, and Γ(R([9, 14])) =
{10011, 10110, 11010, 11101}. Therefore, m ∈ [ran1, ran2]
if and only if Γ(F (m)) ∩ Γ(R([ran1, ran2])) ̸= ∅. For
example, as Γ(F (12))∩Γ(R([9, 14])) = 11010, we infer that
12 ∈ [9, 14].

B. The Basic Scheme Without Differential Privacy
After receiving a non-additive aggregation request, the SP

will translate it into several COUNT queries with ranges
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Q1, Q2, . . ., until the desired m∗ is found. Each COUNT query
with range Qx asks for the number of users whose data fall
within the range Qx and the result of the previous COUNT
query with range Qx−1 will determine the next range Qx. For
user i possessing data mi, if mi falls within range Qx, the
SP will receive an answer “yes”, which is denoted by a bit of
value 1; otherwise, the SP will receive an answer “no” and it
is represented by 0.

The processes of achieving privacy-preserving min/max,
median, percentile and histogram aggregation are described
below, under the assumption that mi is an integer between
[BOT, TOP]=[0, 2w-1]. Obviously, our method can be extend-
ed to other non-additive aggregation easily.

1) Min/Max: As max is opposite to min, we only illustrate
min for simplicity. Let M = {m1,m2, . . . ,mn} denote all n
users’ private health data, and the values of BOT and TOP
are known to the TA. The main idea of our privacy-preserving
min aggregation protocol is as follows:

(1) As shown in the user report generation procedure, each
user Ui ∈ U computes Γ(F (mi)) and E(Γ(F (mi))) =
gΓ(F (mi)) · hθ·ri . Then, Ui reports E(Γ(F (mi))) to the SP
through WiFi. Eventually, E(Γ(F (mi))) is stored in the CS.

(2) As shown in the secure report reading procedure,
upon receiving all n encrypted data E(Γ(F (mi))) for i =
1, 2, . . . , n, d+ 1 working cloud servers ℘ ⊂ S are randomly
chosen to decrypt the encrypted data. One of the d+1 working
cloud servers computes

P (E(Γ(F (mi)))) = (gp)Γ(F (mi)) = ĝΓ(F (mi)), (21)

where ĝ = gp. Then, this cloud server could carry
out the algorithm 1 to acquire mmin, where mmin =
min{m1,m2, . . . ,mn}. Eventually, this CS reports mmin to
the TA.

Algorithm 1 The algorithm of basic min aggregation
Input: P (E(Γ(F (mi)))), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
Output: mmin

1: BOT = 0, TOP = 2w − 1,Mid = ⌊BOT+TOP
2

⌋;
2: for j = 1 to w do
3: ξj = 0;
4: for i = 1 to n do
5: if P (E(Γ(F (mi)))) ∩ P (E(Γ(R([BOT,Mid])))) ̸= ∅ then
6: θi = 1;
7: else
8: θi = 0;
9: end if

10: ξj = ξj + θi;
11: end for
12: if ξj ≥ 1 then
13: TOP = Mid,Mid = ⌊BOT+TOP

2
⌋;

14: else
15: BOT = Mid+ 1,Mid = ⌊BOT+TOP

2
⌋;

16: end if
17: if BOT = TOP = Mid or j = w then
18: mmin = BOT = TOP = Mid;
19: break;
20: end if
21: end for
22: return mmin;
23: End Procedure;

(3) The key idea of algorithm 1 is as follows. After receiving
a min aggregation query, the CS first issues a COUNT query
with Q1 = [BOT, 2w−1 − 1] and then counts the number

of “yes” answers, represented by ξ1. If ξ1 ≥ 1, the minimum
number falls within [BOT, 2w−1−1], thus the CS will present
a new COUNT with Q2 = [BOT, 2w−2 − 1]; otherwise, the
minimum number falls within [2w−1, TOP ], thus the CS will
request a new COUNT with Q2 = [2w−1, 2w−1 + 2w−2 − 1].
For each additional COUNT query, the suspicion range where
the minimum number falls is reduced by half. The above
procedure runs until the suspicion range is reduced to one,
then this minimum number is equal to suspicion range’s lower
bound or upper bound, and the number of users with the
minimum number is equal to the last COUNT query result.

2) Median/Percentile: Due to the space limitation, we only
describe median aggregation here. The method can be easily
generalized to percentile. The method to achieve median
aggregation is similar as min aggregation. Furthermore, for
simplicity, we assume that n is odd, and the case of n being
even can be easily extended from that of n being odd.

The main idea of median aggregation is similar to min
aggregation. After receiving a median aggregation query, the
CS first requests a COUNT query with Q1 = [BOT, 2w−1−1]
and receives ξ1. If ξ1 ≥ (n + 1)/2, the median value falls
within [BOT, 2w−1 − 1], thus the CS will present a new
COUNT with Q2 = [BOT, 2w−2 − 1]; otherwise, the CS will
issue the new COUNT with Q2 = [BOT, 2w−1 + 2w−2 − 1].
The above procedure runs until the suspicion range of mmed

is reduced to one, which takes w queries in total. We assume
that Qw−1 = [BOT, qw−1] and Qw = [BOT, qw] are the last
two queries, and the CS obtains ξw−1 and ξw accordingly. As
a result, qw−1 and qw differ by one, and there are four cases
shown below.

• Case 1: if qw−1 < qw and ξw ≥ (n + 1)/2, we
obtain mmed = qw. The reason of Case 1 is shown
below. Firstly, it must hold that ξw−1 < (n + 1)/2, as
otherwise mmed = qw−1, and Qw = [BOT, qw] should
not be queried. Secondly, according to the property of
binary search, there must be a COUNT query Qx =
[BOT, qw + 1] with x ∈ [1, w − 2]. Thirdly, we must
have ξx < (n + 1)/2, as otherwise mmed < qw−1 and
neither qw−1 nor qw should be queried.

• Case 2: if qw−1 > qw and ξw ≥ (n + 1)/2, we obtain
mmed = qw.

• Case 3: if qw−1 < qw and ξw < (n + 1)/2, we obtain
mmed = qw + 1.

• Case 4: if qw−1 > qw and ξw < (n + 1)/2, we obtain
mmed = qw + 1.

The reasons of Cases 2∼4 are the same as that of Case 1.
In addition, the algorithm of median aggregation is depicted
in algorithm 2.

3) Histogram: A histogram is widely used to illustrate the
distribution of data in statistics. It represents a frequency distri-
bution, displayed as a bar chart, and describes the frequency of
values falling into each class interval. By using some COUNT
queries, we can achieve the histogram aggregation directly. In
particular, after receiving a histogram aggregation query, the
range [BOT, TOP ] can be divided into several class intervals
based on the aggregation request. Then, for each class interval,
the CS can issue a COUNT query. After that, the obtained
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Algorithm 2 The algorithm of basic median aggregation
Input: P (E(Γ(F (mi)))), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, n is odd
Output: mmed

1: BOT = 0, TOP = 2w − 1,Mid0 = ⌊BOT+TOP
2

⌋;
2: for j = 1 to w do
3: ξj = 0;
4: for i = 1 to n do
5: if P (E(Γ(F (mi))))∩P (E(Γ(R([BOT,Midj−1])))) ̸= ∅ then
6: θi = 1;
7: else
8: θi = 0;
9: end if

10: ξj = ξj + θi;
11: end for
12: if ξj ≥ n+1

2
then

13: if Midj−1 ≤ ⌊ 0+2w−1
2

⌋ then
14: TOP = Midj−1,Midj = ⌊BOT+TOP

2
⌋;

15: else
16: BOT = 2Midj−1 − TOP + 1, TOP = Midj−1;
17: Midj = ⌊BOT+TOP

2
⌋, BOT = 0;

18: end if
19: else
20: Midj = ⌊Midj−1+1+TOP

2
⌋;

21: end if
22: if j = w then
23: if Midw−1 < Midw and ξw ≥ n+1

2
then

24: mmed = Midw−1; break;
25: else if Midw−1 > Midw and ξw ≥ n+1

2
then

26: mmed = Midw−1; break;
27: else if Midw−1 < Midw and ξw < n+1

2
then

28: mmed = Midw; break;
29: else if Midw−1 > Midw and ξw < n+1

2
then

30: mmed = Midw; break;
31: end if
32: end if
33: end for
34: return mmed;
35: End Procedure;

query results are equal to the number of users whose health
data fall within the corresponding class interval.

C. The Advanced Scheme With Differential Privacy

In this section, we provide additional protections to the
user’s health data privacy against differential attack [13], this
is an advanced version of MHDA⊕. In our basic scheme,
each user’s encrypted data is aggregated at the SP, and then
SP will report this aggregated data to CSs. Although each
user’s individual health data cannot be disclosed by CSs or
malicious attackers, their private health data are still vulnerable
to the differential attack which infringes users’ privacy through
analyzing the aggregated data. Especially, if an adversary
obtains the min aggregations of two data sets D1 and D2

differing by at most one element, where D1, D2 ⊆ U and
D2 = D1 + Ux. Let Amin(D) denote the min aggregation
on data set D, if Amin(D1) ̸= Amin(D2), then Amin(D2)
is exactly the health data of user Ux. In order to against
differential attack, we present an advanced version of MHDA⊕

with differential privacy as below.
1) Min/Max: The same as the basic scheme, we only

illustrate min aggregation as an example. The main idea of
our advanced min aggregation protocol is as follows:

(1) As shown in the user report generation procedure, each
user Ui ∈ U computes Γ(F (mi,γ)) and E(Γ(F (mi,γ))) =

gΓ(F (mi,γ)) · hθ·ri,γ . Then, Ui reports E(Γ(F (mi,γ))) to the
SP through WiFi.

(2) As shown in the privacy-preserving report aggregation
procedure, the SP is able to calculate the aggregation as
follows. Assume that |D| represents the number of data items
in the data set D, Amin(D) = min{m1,γ m2,γ ...,m|D|,γ},
then |Amin(D1)−Amin(D2)| ≤ 2w−1 holds for any two data
sets D1 and D2 differing by at most one element. Therefore,
we can obtain the sensitivity of Amin by ∆Amin = 2w − 1.
The SP uses this sensitivity to randomly pick noises m̃i,γ from
geometric distribution Geom(exp(− ϵ

∆Amin
)). It also picks a

random number r̃i,γ ∈ Z∗
N , and then calculates

Ẽ(Γ(F (mi,γ))) = E(Γ(F (mi,γ))) · gm̃i,γ

= gΓ(F (mi,γ))+m̃i,γ · hθ·ri,γ ,
(22)

and
C̃i,γ = gm̃i,γ · hr̃i,γ . (23)

The SP sends Ẽ(Γ(F (mi,γ))) and C̃i,γ to the CS for further
computation.

(3) As shown in the secure report reading procedure, upon
receiving all n encrypted data Ẽ(Γ(F (mi,γ))) and C̃i,γ for i =
1, 2, . . . , n, d+ 1 working cloud servers ℘ ⊂ S are randomly
chosen to decrypt the encrypted data. One of the d+1 working
cloud servers computes

P (Ẽ(Γ(F (mi,γ)))) = (gp)Γ(F (mi,γ))+m̃i,γ = ĝΓ(F (mi,γ))+m̃i,γ ,
(24)

P (C̃i,γ) = (gp)m̃i,γ = ĝm̃i,γ , (25)

where ĝ = gp. Then, this cloud server could carry out
the algorithm 3 to acquire m̃min,γ , where m̃min,γ =
min{m̃1,γ , m̃2,γ , . . . , m̃n,γ}. Eventually, this CS reports
m̃min,γ to the TA.

2) Median/Percentile: The same as the basic scheme, we
only illustrate median aggregation as an example and we also
assume that n is odd. The main idea of our advanced median
aggregation is similar to our advanced min aggregation.

The procedure of health data aggregation in our advanced
median aggregation is almost the same as that in our advanced
min aggregation. The only difference is shown below: i) In the
privacy-preserving report aggregation procedure, we assume
that |D| represents the number of data items in the data
set D, Amedian(D) = median{m1,γ m2,γ ...,m|D|,γ}, then
|Amedian(D1) − Amedian(D2)| ≤ 2w − 1 holds for any two
data sets D1 and D2 differing by at most one element. There-
fore, we can obtain the sensitivity of Amedian by ∆Amedian =
2w − 1. The SP uses this sensitivity to randomly pick noises
m̃i,γ from geometric distribution Geom(exp(− ϵ

∆Amedian
)). ii)

In the secure report reading procedure, one of the d+1 working
cloud servers carry out the algorithm 4 to acquire m̃median,γ ,
where m̃median,γ = median{m̃1,γ , m̃2,γ , . . . , m̃n,γ}. Even-
tually, this CS reports m̃median,γ to the TA.

3) Histogram: The same as our basic scheme, we can
also use some COUNT queries to achieve the histogram
aggregation directly. In particular, after receiving a histogram
aggregation query, the range [BOT, TOP ] can be divided into
several class intervals based on the aggregation request. In
the privacy-preserving report aggregation procedure, we can
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Algorithm 3 The algorithm of advanced min aggregation
Input: P (Ẽ(Γ(F (mi,γ)))), P (C̃i,γ), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
Output: m̃min,γ

1: BOT = 0, TOP = 2w − 1,Mid = ⌊BOT+TOP
2

⌋;
2: for j = 1 to w do
3: ξj = 0;
4: for i = 1 to n do
5: if P (Ẽ(Γ(F (mi,γ))))∩P (E(Γ(R([BOT,Mid]))))·P (C̃i,γ) ̸=

∅ then
6: θi = 1;
7: else
8: θi = 0;
9: end if

10: ξj = ξj + θi;
11: end for
12: if ξj ≥ 1 then
13: TOP = Mid,Mid = ⌊BOT+TOP

2
⌋;

14: else
15: BOT = Mid+ 1,Mid = ⌊BOT+TOP

2
⌋;

16: end if
17: if BOT = TOP = Mid or j = w then
18: mmin,γ = BOT = TOP = Mid;
19: break;
20: end if
21: end for
22: for i = 1 to n do
23: if P (Ẽ(Γ(F (mi,γ)))) = P (E(Γ(F (mmin,γ)))) · P (C̃i,γ) then
24: m̃min,γ = mmin,γ + m̃i,γ ;
25: break;
26: end if
27: end for
28: return m̃min,γ ;
29: End Procedure;

obtain the sensitivity of AHistogram by ∆AHistogram = n.
The SP uses this sensitivity to randomly pick noises m̃i,γ from
geometric distribution Geom(exp(− ϵ

∆AHistogram
)). Then, for

each class interval [r1, r2], the CS can issue a COUNT query,
if P (Ẽ(Γ(F (mi,γ))))∩P (E(Γ(R([r1, r2])))) ·P (C̃i,γ) ̸= ∅ is
held, we can learn that mi,γ ∈ [r1, r2]. After that, the obtained
query results are equal to the number of users whose health
data fall within the corresponding class interval.

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS

As stated in II(C), in order to resist A ’s objective, the
security requirements should be satisfied. In this section,
some security issues involved in our proposed scheme will
be analyzed. Particularly, to preserve users’ private data from
a strong adversary A .

• The user’s privacy is protected against eavesdropping. As
described in II(B), A may eavesdrop on communication
flows from users to the SP. However, this method is
impractical for A , as the mobile users in WBANs are
dynamic. In addition, even if A can eavesdrop on user
Ui’s ciphertext at the time point tγ , such as gmi,γ ·hθγ ·ri,γ

or gΓ(F (mi,γ)) · hθγ ·ri,γ , as hθγ ·ri,γ is transparent to A ,
it is impossible for A to obtain the private data mi,γ .
Therefore, A cannot expose users’ private data, even if
it can eavesdrop on communication flows.

• The uncompromised users’ privacy will not be exposed.
In our adversary model, A can compromise some of the
mobile users and it can breach mobile users’ privacy.
However, A would be unlikely to choose this approach,
as there are a large number of users in WBANs. In

Algorithm 4 The algorithm of advanced median aggregation
Input: P (Ẽ(Γ(F (mi,γ)))), P (C̃i,γ), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, n is odd
Output: m̃median,γ

1: BOT = 0, TOP = 2w − 1,Mid0 = ⌊BOT+TOP
2

⌋;
2: for j = 1 to w do
3: ξj = 0;
4: for i = 1 to n do
5: if P (Ẽ(Γ(F (mi,γ)))) ∩ P (E(Γ(R([BOT,Midj−1])))) ·

P (C̃i,γ) ̸= ∅ then
6: θi = 1;
7: else
8: θi = 0;
9: end if

10: ξj = ξj + θi;
11: end for
12: if ξj ≥ n+1

2
then

13: if Midj−1 ≤ ⌊ 0+2w−1
2

⌋ then
14: TOP = Midj−1,Midj = ⌊BOT+TOP

2
⌋;

15: else
16: BOT = 2Midj−1 − TOP + 1, TOP = Midj−1;
17: Midj = ⌊BOT+TOP

2
⌋, BOT = 0;

18: end if
19: else
20: Midj = ⌊Midj−1+1+TOP

2
⌋;

21: end if
22: if j = w then
23: if Midw−1 < Midw and ξw ≥ n+1

2
then

24: mmedian,γ = Midw−1; break;
25: else if Midw−1 > Midw and ξw ≥ n+1

2
then

26: mmedian,γ = Midw−1; break;
27: else if Midw−1 < Midw and ξw < n+1

2
then

28: mmedian,γ = Midw; break;
29: else if Midw−1 > Midw and ξw < n+1

2
then

30: mmedian,γ = Midw; break;
31: end if
32: end if
33: end for
34: for i = 1 to n do
35: if P (Ẽ(Γ(F (mi,γ)))) = P (E(Γ(F (mmedian,γ)))) · P (C̃i,γ)

then
36: m̃median,γ = mmedian,γ + m̃i,γ ;
37: break;
38: end if
39: end for
40: return m̃median,γ ;
41: End Procedure;

addition, by using the private data it acquired from the
compromised users, such as the private health data and
their private keys, A may try to expose the uncom-
promised users’ private data. Nevertheless, since each
user’s private key is generated independently and learning
one user’s private key exposes nothing about others, this
attack won’t succeed. Especially, as the sum of all users’
private keys is transparent to A , even though A can
learn n − 1 users’ private keys and health data, the
last user’s private key and health data still cannot be
exposed. Therefore, the privacy of uncompromised users
is guaranteed.

• The users’ private data and aggregated data will not be
revealed in the SP. For the additive aggregation scheme,
the SP can collect all users’ ciphertext and obtain the ag-
gregated ciphertext at each time point tγ . Even though A
can install malicious software on the SP, it can only gain
all users’ ciphertexts and the aggregated ciphertext. As
hθγ ·ri,γ is unknown to A and the SP, any user’s private
data won’t be revealed. Furthermore, the form of aggre-
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gated ciphertext is g
∑n

i=1 mi,γ · h
∑n

i=1(θγ ·ri,γ), A cannot
expose all users’ sum statistics, since

∑n
i=1(θγ · ri,γ)

is transparent to A . For the non-additive aggregation
scheme, A can also learn all n users’ ciphertexts, i.e.,
gΓ(F (mi)) · hθ·ri . Then, it may try to utilize algorithm
1 to launch a brute-force attack by exhaustively testing
each possible value of mi. However, A needs to know
hθ·ri first, which is impractical as ri is transparent
to A . Therefore, the privacy of each user’s data and
aggregated data can be guaranteed even though A can
install malicious software on the SP.

• Even though d CSs are compromised, the adversary
cannot acquire users’ private data and aggregated data.
In our scheme, k ≥ 3 CSs are considered to work
synergistically, and the TA will issue different private
keys G(j), j = 1, 2, . . . , k to each CS in the system
initialization phase. The system can protect users’ private
data against the adversary, even though no more than
d = ⌈k/2⌉− 1 CSs have malfunctioned or been compro-
mised. In particular, we assume that A has compromised
d CSs and gained their private keys G(j), j = 1, 2, . . . , d.
However, A still cannot obtain the private secret p, since
at least d+1 CSs are needed to recover p according to the
“all or nothing” property of secret sharing [33]. Similarly,
in order to decrypt the aggregated data of users, d + 1
working CSs are necessary to calculate d+ 1 decryption
shares Dγ,j = A

βjG(j)
γ . A can only obtain d decryption

shares, which are insufficient to get P̃γ = Ãp
γ , thus A

cannot obtain users’ aggregated data. On the other hand,
our system can support fault tolerant of CS failure, so
long as the number of compromised CSs is less than
d, there are still k − d ≥ d + 1 working CSs can be
used to keep the system working normally. According
to the above discussion, even though d CSs have been
malfunctioned, the strong adversary still cannot reveal
users’ private data and aggregated data.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, the performance of our proposed PPM-
HDA mechanism will be evaluated in comparison to the
computational and communication overhead in the wireless
body area communication. For the multifunctional health data
additive aggregation scheme MHDA+, we compare it with
PDAFT [17] and MuDA [22] in the computational and com-
munication overhead. Then, for the multifunctional health data
non-additive aggregation scheme MHDA⊕, we will compare
it with EPADA [21], PriSense [19] and VPA [20] in the
communication overhead.

A. Computational overhead comparison

We compare the computational overhead of the PPM-HDA
with that of PDAFT [17] and MuDA [22]. As PDAFT can only
support sum aggregation, we only compare the computational
overhead of sum aggregation among them. We consider the
computational overhead of these schemes in four aspects, such
as that of the individual user, the aggregator (i.e., social spot
and gateway), the CSs and the TA. Let Texp represent the

time of modular exponential operation in ZN2 , Tmul denote
the time of modular multiplication and Tplm represent the
time of using Pollard’s lambda method to compute the discrete
logarithm.

In the PPM-HDA, each individual user encrypts the health
data with 2 modular exponential operations in ZN2 and one
modular multiplication. The computational overhead of each
individual user is 2Texp + Tmul in total. In the privacy-
preserving report aggregation phase, the SP calculates the
encrypted aggregation Aγ with n−1 modular multiplications,
which takes (n−1)Tmul in total. In addition, we use k CSs to
assist in processing and storing the large volume of health data,
which is different from PDAFT and MuDA. The computation-
al overhead of CSs will take place in two situations: when the
TA wants to acquire the statistics of health data and when it
wants to obtain each individual user’s health data at one time
point. In the former case, each CS Sj ∈ ℘ first computes its
decryption share Dj,γ with one modular exponential operation.
Then each CS reports its decryption share to one of these
CSs to decrypt the aggregated data by using Pollard’s lambda
method. Finally, this CS will send the statistics to TA. As
d+1 working CSs are collaborating to decrypt the aggregated
data, thus it will take (d + 1)Texp + dTmul + Tplm. In the
latter case, each CS is doing the same as above at first, which
takes (d + 1)Texp. Therefore, the computational overhead
of CSs is (d + 1)Texp + dTmul + Tplm + (d + 1)Texp =
2(d+ 1)Texp + dTmul + Tplm in total. Then each CS Sj ∈ ℘
reports its decryption share to TA, and the TA will costs
dTmul + Tplm to decrypt the aggregated data.

Next, we consider the computational overhead of PDAFT
and MuDA. For each individual user and aggregator (i.e.,
gateway), the computational overhead of both PDAFT and
MuDA are the same as our proposed PPM-HDA mechanism,
which takes 2Texp + Tmul and (n − 1)Tmul respectively. As
there are no cloud server in PDAFT and MuDA, we only
consider the computational overhead of TA. In the PDAFT,
each server Sj ∈ ℘ first calculates its decryption share Dj,γ

with one modular multiplication and 2 modular exponential
operations in the control center. Then each server reports
its decryption share to one of these servers to decrypt the
aggregated data by Paillier decryption. As d + 1 working
servers are collaborating to decrypt the aggregated data, it will
take (Tmul+2Texp)(d+1)+dTmul+2Tmul = 2(d+1)Texp+
(2d+3)Tmul. As we take the TA wants to acquire the statistics
of health data and obtain each individual user’s health data at
one time point into consideration, the computational overhead
of TA is 4(d+1)Texp+2(2d+3)Tmul in total. In the MuDA,
the TA possesses the private key p. In the secure report reading
phase, the TA only need to compute (A1,γ)

p to decrypt the
aggregated data by using Pollard’s lambda method. Therefore,
the computational overhead of TA is 2Texp + 2Tplm in total.

The computational overhead of PDAFT, MuDA and PPM-
HDA is depicted in Table I. Furthermore, we adopt OpenSSL
Library [35] running on a 3.0GHz-processor 2GB-memory
computing machine to evaluate the computational overhead of
operations. The experiments are based on some assumptions,
such as we choose the security parameter τ = 512, the bit
length w = 13 and each CS can provide services for 2500
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TABLE I: The comparison of computational overhead

PDAFT [17] MuDA [22] Our scheme
Individual user 2Texp + Tmul 2Texp + Tmul 2Texp + Tmul

Aggregator (n− 1)Tmul (n− 1)Tmul (n− 1)Tmul

CSs N/A N/A 2(d+ 1)Texp + dTmul + Tplm

TA 4(d+ 1)Texp + 2(2d+ 3)Tmul 2Texp + 2Tplm dTmul + Tplm

TABLE II: The experimental results of Tplm for different n when τ = 512, w = 13

n 10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 60000 70000 80000 90000 100000
d 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Tplm (µs) 43539.0 61207.5 75135.7 86843.0 96805.8 105663.6 115128.4 122052.8 130337.6 137211.7
Tplm√
n(2w−1)

4.81 4.78 4.79 4.80 4.78 4.77 4.81 4.77 4.80 4.79

mobile users which means d = ⌈n/2500/2⌉. The experimental
results indicate that Texp = 9387.18us, Tmul = 16.48us and
Tplm is depicted in Table II. From Table II, it’s easy to see that
the expected time of Pollard’s lambda algorithm in proportion
to

√
n(2w − 1). It agrees with the fact that CS can get the

sum of users’ health data in expected time O(
√

n(2w − 1))
using Pollard’s lambda method in the secure report reading
procedure. After obtaining the computational overheads of
Texp, Tmul and Tplm, we depict the variation of computational
overheads in terms of n in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 2, the
computational overhead of CSs+TA in our scheme is higher
than that in MuDA. It is slightly higher than that in PDAFT
when n < 40000, but it is lower than that in PDAFT when
n > 40000. However, the computational overhead of TA in our
scheme is lower than that in PDAFT and MuDA. Therefore,
it is obvious that the computational overhead of TA in our
scheme is significantly reduced with the assistance of CSs.
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Fig. 2: The variation of the computational overhead of TA and
CSs+TA in PDAFT, MuDA and ours in terms of n, when τ = 512,
w = 13.

B. Communication overhead comparison

The PDAFT and MuDA can only support additive aggre-
gation, which has been researched and compared in many
existing papers [16]–[20], [22], [34]. In addition, for PDAFT
and MuDA, the communication overhead of additive aggre-
gation are intuitively the same as the PPM-HDA. Especially,
each user will report its encrypted data to the aggregator in

the user report generation phase. After the aggregator obtains
the aggregated data, it will send this aggregated data to the
control center or CSs in the privacy-preserving report aggre-
gation phase. As the ciphertext size of PPM-HDA is equal
to that of PDAFT and MuDA, the communication overhead
of PPM-HDA is the same as that of PDAFT and MuDA for
additive aggregation. Therefore, in this subsection, we focus on
the communication overhead of the non-additive aggregation
scheme.

The communication overhead of the proposed non-additive
aggregation scheme MHDA⊕ can be considered in the com-
munication of individual users, where each user generates
its own health data report and delivers it to the SP. As the
EPADA scheme proposed in [21] can only support min/max
aggregation, we only compare the communication overhead
of min/max aggregation among EPADA, PriSense, VPA and
ours. Our min/max aggregation without differential privacy is
regarded as the basic scheme, and our min/max aggregation
with differential privacy is regarded as the advanced scheme
in Table III. In our basic and advanced scheme, the size of
Ui’s report is |E(Γ(F (mi)))| = 2τ(w + 1) bits if we choose
the security parameter τ . Note that we do not consider other
payloads such as user ID and timestamp, which are relatively
short compared to the report. In EPADA basic and advanced
scheme [21], the ciphertext size of min/max aggregation is
(∆ + 1)⌈log(n + 1)⌉ and 2ε−1(log∆ + 2), respectively, in
which n denotes the number of mobile users, ∆ represents the
maximum value of any user’s health data and 1

2ε is defined as
the upper bound of the relative error in [21]. Since ∆ = 2w in
our proposed non-additive aggregation scheme, the ciphertext
size of min/max aggregation in EPADA basic and advanced
scheme is (2w+1)⌈log(n+1)⌉ and 2ε−1(w+2), respectively.
In PriSense and VPA, the size of Ui’s report is the same as
ours, but they need log(∆) = w rounds of communications,
thus the ciphertext size of min/max aggregation is 2τw(w+1).

In EPADA scheme [21], the upper bound of relative error is
1
2ε . In our advanced scheme, we assume that a noise m̃i,γ is
introduced to the exact aggregation Ai,γ , and we will obtain
the perturbed aggregation Ãi,γ . Therefore, the relative error
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TABLE III: The comparison of relative error and communication overhead

EPADA
basic scheme [21]

EPADA
advanced scheme [21] PriSense [19] VPA [20] Our

basic scheme
Our

advanced scheme
Relative

error 0 ≤ 1
2ε

0 0 0
2exp(− ϵ

∆Ai,γ
)

Ai,γ(1−exp(− 2ϵ
∆Ai,γ

))

Ciphertext
size (bit) (2w + 1)⌈log(n+ 1)⌉ 2ε−1(w + 2) 2τw(w + 1) 2τw(w + 1) 2τ(w + 1) 2τ(w + 1)

ζi,γ =
|Ãi,γ−Ai,γ |

Ai,γ
is calculated as follows.

E(ζi,γ) =
E|Ãi,γ −Ai,γ |

Ai,γ

=
E|m̃i,γ |
Ai,γ

,

(26)

where

E|m̃i,γ | =
∞∑

x=−∞
|x| · Pr[X = x]

=
∞∑

x=−∞
|x| · 1− α

1 + α
α|x|

=
2

1 + α
·

∞∑
x=1

x(1− α) · αx

=
2

1 + α
· (

∞∑
x=1

x · αx −
∞∑
x=1

x · αx+1)

=
2

1 + α
·

∞∑
x=1

αx

=
2

1 + α
· α

1− α
(∵ 0 < α < 1)

=
2α

1− α2
.

(27)

As shown in III(B), α = exp(− ϵ
∆Ai,γ

), therefore,
the mean relative error of our advanced scheme is
E(ζi,γ) = E|m̃i,γ |

Ai,γ
=

2exp(− ϵ
∆Ai,γ

)

Ai,γ(1−exp(− 2ϵ
∆Ai,γ

))
. The comparison of

EPADA, PriSense, VPA and ours is described in Table III.
We first compare the individual communication overhead of
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Fig. 3: The variation of the individual communication overhead of
EPADA, PriSense, VPA and ours in terms of n, when τ = 512,
w = 10, ε = 11.

EPADA, PriSense, VPA and ours. We choose the security
parameter τ = 512. At first, we assume that the maximum
value of any user’s health data is required to be lower
than 214 in the WBAN and ε = 11. We vary n from
{5000, 10000, 15000, 20000, 25000, 30000, 35000, 40000}
and depict the variation of computational overhead of
EPADA, PriSense, VPA and ours in terms of n. Secondly,
we assume that there are 20000 users in the WBAN and
ε = 11. We vary w from {12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17} and depict
the variation of computational overhead of EPADA, PriSense,
VPA and ours in terms of w. Finally, we assume that w = 17,
n = 20000 and we vary ε from {7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15}.
We depict the variation of the communication overhead of
EPADA advanced scheme, PriSense, VPA and ours in terms
of ε and depict the variation of the relative error of EPADA
advanced scheme in terms of ε.

Fig. 3 demonstrates that the individual communication over-
head of ours is significantly lower than that of EPADA basic
scheme, PriSense and VPA and it is slightly lower than that of
EPADA advanced scheme when τ = 512, w = 10, ε = 11. In
addition, as n increases, the gap of communication overhead
between EPADA basic scheme and ours increases, since our
scheme’s communication overhead is not related with n. With
the increase of n, our scheme’s communication overhead is
invariable, which means that our scheme is scalable and can
be applied to scenarios with large number of users.
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Fig. 4: The variation of the individual communication overhead of
EPADA, PriSense, VPA and ours in terms of w, when τ = 512,
n = 20000, ε = 11.

Fig. 4 shows that the individual communication overhead of
ours is lower than that of EPADA basic scheme, PriSense and
VPA and it is slightly lower than that of EPADA advanced
scheme when τ = 512, n = 20000, ε = 11. With the increase
of w, the communication overhead of EPADA basic scheme
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increases exponentially and it will exceed that of PriSense
and VPA when the plaintext space is greater than 214 bits. In
addition, as the plaintext space continues to increase, the gap
of communication overhead between EPADA basic scheme
and ours increases exponentially, which implies that EPADA
basic scheme cannot support large plaintext space. In our
scheme, the communication overhead increases steadily with
the increase of w. Therefore, our scheme is suitable for large
plaintext space.

Fig. 5 shows the variation of the individual communication
overhead of EPADA advanced scheme, PriSense, VPA and
ours, and the relative error of EPADA advanced scheme
(green dashed line) all in terms of ε, when τ = 512,
w = 17, and n = 20000. Fig. 5 reveals that as ε increases,
the communication overhead of EPADA advanced scheme
increases exponentially because its communication overhead
is of exponential relation with ε as described in Table III. The
communication overhead of other schemes are stable. It can be
see that our scheme has much lower communication overhead
than PriSense and VPA. The communication overhead of our
scheme is also much lower than the EPADA advanced scheme
when ε > 11. When ε < 11, our communication overhead is a
little higher than it. However, when ε is small, the relative error
of EPADA advanced scheme is high as shown by the green
dashed line, which is unacceptable for applications requiring
highly-accurate data.
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Fig. 5: The variation of the individual communication overhead of
EPADA advanced scheme, PriSense, VPA and ours, the relative error
of EPADA advanced scheme, all in terms of ε, when τ = 512,
w = 17, n = 20000.

Next, we compare the relative error of EPADA advanced
scheme and our advanced scheme. As EPADA scheme can
only support min/max aggregation, we only compare the
relative error of min aggregation between EPADA advanced
scheme and our advanced scheme. In the simulation, we also
choose the security parameter τ = 512. We assume that the
privacy parameter ϵ is selected from {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4} and
ε = ⌊ 2

5w⌋. We vary w from {12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19}
and depict the variation of relative error of EPADA advanced
scheme and our advanced scheme in terms of w.

Fig. 6 shows that as ϵ increases, the relative error of our
advanced scheme will decrease and the relative error of our
advanced scheme is approximately 0.125% when ϵ = 0.4.
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Fig. 6: The variation of the relative error of EPADA advanced scheme
and our advanced scheme in terms of w, when τ = 512, ε = ⌊ 2

5
w⌋.

In addition, with the increase of w, the relative error of
EPADA advanced scheme decreases exponentially and the
relative error of our advanced scheme is lower than that
of EPADA advanced scheme when w ≤ 19. In reality, the
plaintext space 219 = 524288 is sufficient for ordinary health-
care applications. Therefore, it is easy to find that our scheme
is more appropriate for applications requiring highly-accurate
data, especially in health-care applications.

VIII. RELATED WORK

In recent years, privacy-preserving data aggregation
schemes have been widely investigated in academia. Data
aggregation techniques can significantly reduce communica-
tion and computational overhead of CSs and help CSs to
offer low-latency and effective services including leakage
forecasting and detection. Therefore, in this section, we briefly
discuss some other research works [16], [17], [19]–[22], [34]
closely related to our scheme. The result of the comparison of
closely related schemes’ features is demonstrated in Table IV.
In [16], Lu et al. present an efficient and privacy-preserving
aggregation scheme called EPPA, which is adopted to support
multi-dimensional data aggregation. In order to defend a semi-
honest aggregator, the homomorphic Paillier encryption tech-
nique is utilized to realize privacy-preserving aggregation. It
structures multi-dimensional data into a ciphertext by adopting
a super-increasing sequence. EPPA can obviously decrease
the system’s communication and computational overhead by
using the batch verification technique. However, this scheme
is not tolerant to user failures and it does not preserve
differential privacy either. In [36], Fan et al. propose a protocol
which allows the server to detect invalid data. However, the
aforementioned two schemes cannot be applied to compute
multifunctional aggregations.

In [17], Chen et al. propose a scheme named PDAFT,
which supports fault tolerance and privacy-preserving data
aggregation. PDAFT takes advantage of homomorphic Paillier
Encryption technique to encrypt private user data so that it
can prevent the control center from knowing personal user
data while acquiring the aggregated data. In addition, a strong
adversary who aims to breach user privacy can reveal nothing
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TABLE IV: Comparison of closely related schemes’ features

Features Schemes
EPPA [16] PDAFT [17] PriSense [19] VPA [20] EPADA [21] PHDA [34] MuDA [22] Ours

Privacy-preserving
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Considering strong adversary ×
√

× × × × ×
√

Spatial and temporal aggregation ×
√

× × × × ×
√

Fault tolerance ×
√

× × × × ×
√

Differential privacy × × × × × ×
√ √

Multifunctional additive aggregations × ×
√ √

× ×
√ √

Supporting non-additive aggregation × ×
√ √ √

× ×
√

even though he has already compromised a few servers at the
control center. Moreover, PDAFT also supports both spatial
and temporal aggregation and it supports fault tolerant. Fur-
thermore, it reduces the communication overhead of previously
reported competitive approaches [18]. However, Chen et al.’s
scheme does not provide multifunctional aggregations and it
does not preserve differential privacy either.

In [19], Shi et al. propose a scheme named PriSense. By
using the idea of data mixing and slicing, it supports various
statistical additive and non-additive aggregation. Furthermore,
it can also resist the collusion attack during the aggrega-
tion. In order to achieve user privacy and data integrity for
people-centric urban sensing systems (PC-USSs), Zhang et
al. [20] present a new method to verify privacy-preserving
data aggregation in PC-USSs, named VPA. VPA can support
multifunctional additive and non-additive aggregation, for ex-
ample count, average, variance, min/max, median, histogram,
percentile, etc. However, differential attacks may occur and
their scheme can not support fault tolerant in the case of users
or cloud servers may fail.

In [21], Li et al. present an efficient and privacy-aware data
aggregation in mobile sensing, called EPADA, which studies
how an untrusted aggregator can obtain desired statistics
without knowing individual user’s private data. In EPADA,
the authors utilize a novel key management technique and an
additive homomorphic encryption to support large plaintext
space. In addition, EPADA can also support min aggregate of
time-series data, which needs only one round of communica-
tion between user and aggregator. However, their scheme can
not support fault tolerant and it cannot be used to compute
multifunctional aggregations. Although their min aggregate
protocol can be easily extended to max aggregate protocol, it is
difficult to support the other non-additive aggregate statistics,
such as median and percentile.

In [34], Zhang et al. present a scheme named PHDA,
which is a priority based health data aggregation scheme. It is
used to improve the aggregation efficiency among different
types of health data. By utilizing social spots, PHDA can
forward health data and enable users to select the optimal
relay according to their social ties. According to different data
priorities, the adjustable forwarding strategies can be selected
to forward the user’s health data to the cloud servers with the
reasonable communication overheads. In addition, PHDA can
resist the forgery attacks and achieve the desirable delivery
ratio with reasonable communication costs and lower delay
for the data in different priorities. At the same time, it reduces
the communication overheads. However, their scheme was not

fault-tolerant in the case of users or cloud servers may fail
and it does not resist differential attacks either. Furthermore,
it cannot be used to compute multifunctional aggregations.

In [22], Chen et al. propose a scheme named MuDA,
which supports multifunctional aggregations. By utilizing it,
the control center can compute multiple statistical functions
of users’ data in a privacy-preserving way to provide various
services. Except for average aggregation, their scheme can also
achieve differential privacy for other more complex aggrega-
tions such as variance aggregation and one-way ANOVA ag-
gregation. In addition, differential privacy is adopted to resist
differential attacks that most data aggregation schemes may
suffer and it just introduces acceptable noise. Furthermore,
MuDA deceases the communication overhead of a popular
aggregation scheme [10]. However, their scheme does not
consider the non-additive aggregation, for example min/max,
median, percentile, histogram, etc. Furthermore, their scheme
does not support temporal aggregation and it cannot support
fault tolerant in the case of users or cloud servers may fail.

Although our presented PPM-HDA mechanism deals with
the similar issues as the above works, such as providing
multifunctional and privacy-preserving data aggregate, sup-
porting both spatial and temporal aggregation, supporting
fault tolerant and resisting differential attacks, our research
focuses are different: i) In our PPM-HDA mechanism, the
CS can compute statistic additive and non-additive functions.
Moreover, according to the requirement of CSs, the SP can
compute multifunctional aggregations without requiring the
mobile users to transmit any other reports; ii) Our proposed
PPM-HDA mechanism can not only preserve differential
privacy for additive aggregations, such as summation and
variance aggregations, but also non-additive aggregations, such
as min/max, median, percentile and histogram. iii) We propose
our aggregation protocol in a more challenging threat model
in which the adversary can compromise some of the CSs and
obtain their private keys. In addition, we also prevent indi-
vidual health data from being disclosed to the adversary; iv)
We take malfunction of both users and CSs into consideration.
By supporting fault tolerance, the reliability and feasibility of
our aggregation scheme is improved. Furthermore, our scheme
supports both spatial and temporal aggregation.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, for cloud assisted WBANs, we have proposed
a PPM-HDA mechanism that supports multifunctional additive
aggregation, such as average and variance, and non-additive
aggregations, for example min/max, median, σ-percentile and
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histogram. In addition, our proposed PPM-HDA mechanism
can also resist differential attacks, which most existing data
aggregation schemes suffered from. Compared with existing
data aggregation schemes that can only compute summation
aggregation [8], [16], [17] and additive aggregation [22], our
proposed scheme provides more diversity and security for
cloud servers in the health data aggregation framework.

Our multifunctional health data aggregation framework
considered a stronger adversary model where an attacker is
allowed to compromise some CSs and obtain their private
keys. The significance of considering such a stronger attacker
model is to realize user health data privacy protection although
an attacker could get some CSs’ private keys.

Fault tolerance is drastically critical to health data aggrega-
tion domain because timely and reliable aggregation reporting
is significant to user health-care. Our health data aggregation
framework can deal with malfunction of users and CSs that
makes our aggregation scheme more reliable in WBANs.

In addition, the performance evaluation illustrates that the
computational overhead of MHDA+ is significantly reduced
with the assistance of CSs. Our MHDA⊕ scheme is more
efficient than some previously reported min/max aggregation
scheme in terms of communication overheads when the appli-
cations require large plaintext spaces and highly-accurate data,
especially in health-care applications.

For our future work, we will also consider fault tolerance
for SPs in the framework of health data aggregation.
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